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Adele iOS Tips | 31 March 2018 | How-to Empire Warriors TD BY: Zitga Empire Warriors TD is a tower defense game that???s a game of tower defense. always be located. In this tower defense game, you'll be blown away by the amazing 2D graphics that combines the features of RPG and fighting
games to bring you epic challenges and fun moments. FGMobile - Empire Warriors TD War Of Heroes - Level 25 - The Great Spider Normal played by FGMobile. Empire Warriors TD is available on iPhone, iPad and Android! If you liked the video and want to see more empire warriors td gameplay videos,
leave it like! Do you have any other level 25 tips or questions in Empire Warriors TD? Leave it in the comments section below. Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Hay Day BY: Supercell Platforms: iOS, Android Hay Day is free to download and install. However, some game items can also be purchased
for real money. If you read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 94 Degrees: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video below and learn h Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Dude Perfect BY:
Dude Perfect Platforms: iOS, Android Dude Perfect is a mobile game developed by Dude Perfect for iPhone and Android devices! Watch video b Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 MIYAMOTO BY: HIDEKI HANIDA PLATFORMS: iOS, Android MIYAMOTO is a single-player card game with
a miniature board. MIYAMOTO is a mobile game developed by HI Read More Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Vanished BY: Marco Corradini Platforms: iOS, Android Vanished is a mobile game created by Marco Corradini for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video bel Read more Tips Adele
iOS | November 12, 2020 Block Puzzle Jewel BY: Yan Yuliang Platforms: iOS, Android Block Jewel Puzzle is an addictive, easy to learn game that will have your mind bending and f Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Horror House Escape BY: ARPAplus Platforms: iOS, Android Horror
House Escape is a mobile game created by ARPAplus for iPhone and Android devices! Watch v Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 3D food games BY: Gamejam Co. Platforms: iOS, Android Food Games 3D is a delicious healthy addictive food and cooking game with 0 calories! In fact,
playing Read More youtube.com/watch?... Adele iOS Tips | 31 March 2018 | How-to Empire Warriors TD BY: Zitga Empire Warriors TD is a tower defense game that???s a game of tower defense. always be located. In this tower defense game, you'll be blown away by the amazing 2D graphics that
combines the features of RPG and fighting games to bring you epic challenges and fun moments. FGMobile - Empire Warriors TD War Of Heroes - Level 25 - The Great Spider Normal played by FGMobile. Empire Warriors TD is available on iPhone, iPad and Android! If you liked the video and want to
See more Empire Warriors TD game videos, leave like! Do you have any other level 25 tips or questions in Empire Warriors TD? Leave it in the comments section below. Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Hay Day BY: Supercell Platforms: iOS, Android Hay Day is free to download and install.
However, some game items can also be purchased for real money. If you read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 94 Degrees: Scimob Platforms: iOS, Android 94 Degrees is a mobile game developed by Scimob for iPhone and Android devices! Watch the video below and learn h Read more
Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Dude Perfect BY: Dude Perfect Platforms: iOS, Android Dude Perfect is a mobile game developed by Dude Perfect for iPhone and Android devices! Watch video b Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 MIYAMOTO BY: HIDEKI HANIDA PLATFORMS: iOS,
Android MIYAMOTO is a single-player card game with a miniature board. MIYAMOTO is a mobile game developed by HI Read More Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Vanished BY: Marco Corradini Platforms: iOS, Android Vanished is a mobile game created by Marco Corradini for iPhone and
Android devices! Watch the video bel Read more Tips Adele iOS | November 12, 2020 Block Puzzle Jewel BY: Yan Yuliang Platforms: iOS, Android Block Jewel Puzzle is an addictive, easy to learn game that will have your mind bending and f Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 Horror
House Escape BY: ARPAplus Platforms: iOS, Android Horror House Escape is a mobile game created by ARPAplus for iPhone and Android devices! Watch v Read more Adele iOS Tips | November 12, 2020 3D food games BY: Gamejam Co. Platforms: iOS, Android Food Games 3D is a delicious healthy
addictive food and cooking game with 0 calories! In fact, playing Read More youtube.com/watch?... These are quite simple and as long as you just put a mix of wizard towers, archer towers and a few warrior towers (preferably at the end of the enemy route it should be ok! However, that is, if you need help
on the first five levels here are some tips, you can also ask us a question through our answer page. Early Level TipsUs crystals to upgrade your heroes (hero card) and during combat don't forget to level up towers by touching them during battle. If you've collected enough coins, you'll see an update
option. Please note, however, that there is always a level limit on the towers, for example, in the first level it is not possible to modernize towers. But on the second and so on you can.. After completing several levels, check the upgrades page to upgrade to towers that you put. Think about where you want
to make improvements so they're not wasted on towers you don't like to use. Tab.Check quest that one made regularly too Crystals that you can earn for completing in-game quests. We have questions and answers to this topic that can help you: Show everything you knew this day would come. You
never knew when exactly, but you knew that this day would come. A day when you would have to become the strongest defender of them all. You are the leader of a fearless group of warriors and gods, and you can also use gold knocked out of the castle and empire to build and defend the kingdom from
the villains. Using these buildings and special spells, you must now defend against all the evil that comes at you. This is Empire Tower Defense, where you decide the fate of the kingdom. Empire Warriors TD is a simple TD game. Modeled on the usual type of game, you are positioned as the overseer of
defensive warriors and towers against incoming waves of monsters, mobs and goblins. There are quite a few different tools at your disposal, so we will go through each of them. There are also both in-game and off-game tricks that you can use, so we'll be over the towers and how they work in battle first.
Four Towers You have four different towers that you can use: Fighter, Archer, Mage and Golem. All these features have different features that you can unlock as you move on. The fighter class is a strong line of defense in the early levels. Allows three armed guards to go out in a designated place to
defend themselves. Any enemy that enters this zone will have to fight them. Most of the damage, however, will be mage. Mage is the primary damage, because it can be a powerful fire squad. They suspend spells, and can do high damage at higher degrees. Archers and Golems deal significant damage,
but not as much as a mage. Instead, these are the big support towers that we'll discuss later with their modernization. Modernization of towers Each tower has a different set of modernized features. You can choose only one of the two, so it is quite impressive. With a fighter, they can be upgraded to
paladin and assassins. Paladins are great tanks, while assassins are big killers against large tanks. Archers can be upgraded to a night support tower or a sunbathing tower with damage. The night tower gives buff to other towers near it, and can also give you a strong sleep attack if it hits the target. The
mage's tower can transform into a fiery or arcane mage. Fire is a tower with heavy damage, and arcane is more useful, where it can teleport enemies and send them far away. The golem is probably the strongest. It can be upgraded to a forest giant or a frosty giant. The forest giant can handle repeated
damage at a decent pace, while the frosty giant best slows enemies to the snail's pace. Different combinations Probably the best combination that can be produced to destroy enemies is the funnel channel. If you have only one exit to which you want to you can first place the hunting tower to lock it on the
very return, and then through several towers of the mage of fire. Then you can put a frosty giant, which is updated with slow infatuation. If there are still a few exits, usually 2 that enemies can enter, it is best to focus on having all the towers within reach of one certain plot. On the center plot, you want to
put an archer tree overnight with improved tower strengths. The night archer tower can give any tower near it a boost to a critical chance as well as a boost to attack speed, making it ideal for damage towers. These are just some of the benefits that towers can take advantage of. This set is the largest you
can use, but you can mix and match on your own. Your heroes can do a lot of damage to your heroes. Each of them can also have improved statistics. They have one basic damage skill that you need to activate while others are passive. As you progress, focus on leveling up passive skills as this will
allow heroes to become completely independent and function on their own to level up. Modernization of towers by stars Each tower can also be modernized with the help of stars. These upgrades are a passive bonus upgrade. The stars themselves are conquered by defeating different levels. Each level
can give 3 stars combined, and can be used to unlock tower upgrades. Each set is different. For example, mage towers can be upgraded with passive stars that allow them to deal more damage and also have a higher attack rank. The Golem Upgrade Tree can increase the amount of damage they can
deal, as well as reduce the amount of money that costs to upgrade the tower itself. In addition, it can be fully upgraded to help inflict 5% of the current health of the enemy that will hit, or enemies, as it can deal an aoe attack. The Hunting Tower can be upgraded to deal more damage and gain more health,
making them even stronger tanks. They can also get a life jacket, allowing them to stay alive a little longer against many enemies. Magic You also have magic spells. These are a bit strange, but they can be useful. there is a healing spell, a stun/cold spell, a meteor spell and a guardian spell. Of all these,
the caregiver is the most important. It allows a giant guard, like another master, to fall into the ground. It is best to use sparingly, because they are not unlimited. Instead, use them only when you are in the crosshairs, because they will be necessary so often. After the guard the meteor is the next most
important, followed by the healing spell. They can be used to remove large waves more often, as they do more often. Yes, use them on the right side t t
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